
LABORATORY ACTIVITIES 
NAME……………………………………. COURSE. 3rd….         DATE  ………………  20…… 

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM 

1. AIMS:  

1. To learn the components and the function of the respiratory system. 

2. To work in pairs 

3. To improve listening skills in English 

4. To transfer audio information into written and visual information 

2. MATERIAL : 

Video: “Respiratory system”.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VcxyVN49QtI&feature=related 

    

3. PROCEDURE: 

 

1. Watch the video. Try to understand the main ideas 

2. Watch the video again. Now try to understand as many words as possible. 

3. Write in your notebook TEN words related to “respiration” that you can understand. 

4. Work in pairs and compare and share your lists. 

5. Draw a comic strip showing the process of breathing: inspiration, exchange of gases and 

exhalation 

6. Work in pairs and try to fill in the gaps 

4. RESULTS: 

 

A. LIST OF WORDS 

 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 

 
B. COMIC STRIP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. EXTENSION : 
http://clic.xtec.cat/quaderns/msole124/respiratory_system/html/index.htm?&appl=http://clic.edu365.cat/qv_viewer/dist/ht

ml/appl/&css=http://clic.edu365.cat/qv_viewer/dist/html/css/&js=http://clic.edu365.cat/qv_viewer/dist/html/scripts/&lang=

null&skin=default&user=msole124&assessment=respiratory_system&&skin=default&nocache=true&section=0 
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http://clic.xtec.cat/quaderns/msole124/respiratory_system/html/index.htm?&appl=http://clic.edu365.cat/qv_viewer/dist/html/appl/&css=http://clic.edu365.cat/qv_viewer/dist/html/css/&js=http://clic.edu365.cat/qv_viewer/dist/html/scripts/&lang=null&skin=default&user=msole124&assessment=respiratory_system&&skin=default&nocache=true&section=0
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NAME…………………………………………………………………….  

C. FILL IN THE GAPS WITH THE WORDS PROVIDED 

 
Your body cannot store the one thing you need all the time; an invisible gas 

called................................ Your body takes it  in all the time in a process called.......................... 

It’s the main function of the................................................ 

Everyone has two .................... in the chest, surrounded by the ribcage and a muscle called 

the ......................................... Every time you take a breath your diaphragm contracts and goes 

downwards, and your ribcage....................... 

When you......................, air enters your body through your .................. or your mouth. It travels 

down the ............................or windpipe to your lungs. Inside the lungs air goes into smaller and 

smaller passages called.................................., and  finally  reaches the ............................,,  tiny 

sacks surrounded by blood vessels called...................................... Oxygen moves from the alveoli 

to the capillaries. Then your lungs send out ............................................. ;  it’s a harmful gas. Your 

diaphragm ....................and moves upwards which deflates your lungs and makes them exhale 

the  carbon dioxide. That’s the ........................ 

 Our lungs inflate and deflate just like a........................ Regular exercise helps keep your 

lungs.......................... Smoking is ..............for your lungs, it damages your cilia. 

 

 

WORD BANK 

 

breathing        lungs              healthy          capillaries              trachea        nose             expands                

diaphragm             oxygen     balloon         carbon dioxide        alveoli        inhale            

bronchial tubes               relaxes              breathing          respiratory system         bad 

 

 

6. WHAT HAVE I LEARNT ? 

 

You can use these words: NEW WORDS, USEFUL EXPRESSIONS, PEER COLLABORATION, PARTS OF 

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM, LUNGS FUNCTION, GAS EXCHANGE 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. PERSONAL OPINION 

 

This activity was 

boring 

because it was 

too long 

interesting too difficult 

amazing easy 

useful a funny video 

useless about drawing 

 

I learnt 

new vocabulary 

how  the lungs work 

how to work in pairs 

I didn’t learn 

useful English expressions 

new things 

anything 

 


